SKINFLOWER ULTRASONIC DEVICE

The ultrasonic spatula is the new generation of soft peeling. There is little to no redness or downtime with this treatment. This unit offers ablation or retexturing results with the safe and gentle use of ultrasound vibration of up to 25 000 "vibrations" per second.

SKINFLOWER is an ultrasonic cordless spatula is ideal for peeling, deep cleansing and delivery of the cosmetic products in the deepest layers of the skin. In particular, facial ultrasound devices add value to even the simplest treatments like facial cleansing and, for this reason, are increasingly required by beauty professionals.

DEEP CLEANSING AND EXFOLIATION

The ultrasonic vibrations exfoliate the superficial scaly layers of the skin, reviving the skin tissue. When water is exposed to ultrasound vibrations, the ultrasonic emission has a spectacular effect on the water molecules, which become pulverized. This is called micronization. It cleans the skin deeply without the annoying redness common after deep facial cleansing. The ultrasound action removes dead cells from the skin giving it a brighter and more refined appearance, while the vibration allows the removal of comedones without squeezing. It creates a soft peeling effect rendering the skin youthful and luminous after the first treatment. It creates a soft peeling effect rendering the skin youthful and luminous after the first treatment.

NOURISHING AND DEEP PENETRATION

The sound waves are used to push in vital nutrients, as determined by the esthetician. This flip side of the spatula provides an intense micro-massage to heat the skin tissue, stimulating the blood flow. This position of the spatula helps the penetration of regenerating skincare products into the deeper levels of skin tissue, again accelerating blood circulation and strengthening of the skin tissue metabolism resulting in reduction of fine lines and wrinkles. The spatula helps the active ingredients of water-soluble serums and masks penetrate further by improving absorption, effects and ensure greater results.

This two step treatment causes the skin to receive product by first exfoliating and then deep penetration of nutrients, stimulating the skins natural collagen fibers to help re-build the tissues. Collagen fibers are what give the skin a plump look as seen in youthful skin. Elastin is the fibers that give your face its elasticity. Both the exfoliating treatment and the product infusion help stimulate and rebuild these fibers. Consequently with, ultrasound devices, such as SKINFLOWER, it is possible to perform gentle and painless peeling and cleansing treatments. Very effective!

THE EFFECTS:
- promotes an effective exfoliation
- facilitates the removal of impurities and dead cells
- increases the natural cellular turn-over

AESTHETICAL RESULTS:
- smooth and healthy glow
- gives a bright, even complexion
- improves skin texture and tone
- diminishes fine line and wrinkles
3 DIFFERENT MODES

MODE: SONIC - continuous ultrasound vibrations

DEEP CLEANSING AND EXFOLIATION

The mode sonic generates high frequency microvibration to clean up comedones and blackhead by scrubbing the epidermis. It exfoliate the dead cells who are lying on the surface of the skin.

This mode,
- opens clogged pores
- gentle exfoliates the dead skin cells
- cleans away the toxins
- clarifies blemishes and pimples
- aids the lymphatic drainage
- promotes the absorption of the subsequently used products
- increases the efficiency of the active ingredients
- refines large pores
- makes the skin soft and smooth

MODE: LIFTING - pulsed ultrasound vibrations with iontophoresis

PENETRATION OF ACTIVE SUBSTANCES / NOURISHING EFFECT

The mode lifting is designed to make your favorite skin care serums penetrate into skin more deeply for maximum absorption and effectiveness. The pulsed ultrasound opens the cell caps and at the same time the iontophoresis emits feeble electric current to the skin to lower the skin barriers, and used electrical repulsion to deliver the nutrients of cosmetics to deep under the skin. It optimize the penetration of active ingredients from serums or creams.

This mode,
- accelerates the absorption of active substances
- promotes the cell renewal
- increases skin metabolism
- promotes the exchange of oxygen
- stimulates the blood circulation
- enhances the skin care products
- diminishes wrinkles and fine lines
- improves skin texture and tone

MODE: -ION+ - pulsed ultrasound vibrations with iontophoresis -/+ 

ION + - PENTETRATION OF ACITVE SUBSTANCES WITH POLARIZED IONS

Penetration of serums or creams ionized with positive or negative ions. The same effects as lifting mode.

DURATION OF MODE SONIC/LIFTING/-ION+:
Achieve immediate results with only 5 - 15 minutes per mode and treatment. With a smooth and healthy glow! During a professional application in the institute you can make 3 - 6 passes on each area, addressing different levels of skin sensitivity. The device will automatically turn off after 15 minutes.

**EASY AND CORDLESS USE**

The ergonomically-formed tip ensure comfortable operation and ease-of-use. The LED indicator on the handle will indicate when the battery is low. The skinflower ultrasound device is fully charged after a few hours.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS**

See safety instructions in the operating manual

**CLEANSING THE DEVICE**

Every cosmetic device must be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected immediately after use. Only suitable disinfectants shall be used. Further information for suitable disinfectants for instruments are given by the health authorities.
# GENERAL TREATMENT WITH SKINFLOWER ULTRASOUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>CLEANSING</strong> with appropriate cleansing milk, creamy cleansing foam or deep cleansing gel, remove the (eye) make up, dust and dirty from the skin. Refresh with toner (lotion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>DEEP CLEANSING/PEELING</strong> with terra vita or ultra gentle gommage PLUS/OR ONLY <strong>SKINFLOWER EXFOLIATION MODE SONIC</strong>. Apply appropriate lotion (toner) and start <strong>MODE SONIC</strong> Application see next page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>ACTIVATION</strong> with collagen plus* or vitamin C plus* It isn’t a must you can perform the treatment without activation. It depends on the skin type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>EYE CARE (SKINFLOWER MODE LIFTING)</strong> Apply drainactive eye fluid or eye contour cream with your fingers or start the <strong>MODE LIFTING</strong> for a few minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>SKINFLOWER LIFTING MODE OR –ION+</strong> <strong>FACE SERUM: CONCENTRATE, OLIGO ELEMENT or PLANT EXTRACTS</strong> Select and apply the appropriate serum from classic line, ap line, aqua pure line, lifeline. ultimate line and apply it to the face, neck and cleavage. Start the <strong>MODE LIFTING</strong> or –ION+ Application steps see next page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>SKINFLOWER MODE –ION+ or MASSAGE</strong> Actually you can perform a massage but it is not necessary! Apply the appropriate cream (advanced hydro lift cream) to the face, neck and cleavage. Start the mode –ION+. Application steps see next pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>INTENSIVE CARE: MASK FOR FACE, NECK AND DECOLLETE</strong> Apply appropriate mask: nourishing mask, balancing mask, indiviual or special mask (minilifting mask, individual mask mixture, skin recharge modelage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>MOISTURIZING (DAY / NIGHT CARE)</strong> Apply appropriate concentrate, oligo element or plant extract and face cream.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MODE APPLICATION STEPS

3. MODE SONIC – EXFOLIATION
3.1. Put the lotion (toner) on cotton pads and moist the skin.
3.2. Press ON/OFF Button for 2 sec to switch on the skinflower device.
3.3. Select MODE SONIC by pressing the sonic button for 2 sec.
3.4. Choose the intensity low/high by pressing the button on the right or left side.
3.5. Start the EXFOLIATION:
   - Turn the skinflower device so that the buttons are facing up. Apply the edge to the skin at a 45 degree angle.
   - Moisten the skin with a cotton pad soaked in lotion with the other hand.
   - Move the skinflower edge slowly with light pressure in straight lines, beginning from the forehead down to the cheeks. Then move to the chin and finish with the nose. Make several passes on each area.
   - For particularly hardened blackheads press the spatula edge with a light pressure against the blackhead for a few seconds. After a while the blackhead can be removed. Clean the edge several times during the treatment.

IMPORTANT: Apply the lotion (toner) several times. The skin should be moist with lotion all the time during the skinflower treatment.

5. MODE LIFTING - NOURISHING
5.1. Apply appropriate serum or cream on the skin.
5.2. Press ON/OFF Button for 2 sec to switch on the skinflower device.
5.3. Select MODE LIFTING by pressing the lifting button for 2 sec.
5.4. Choose the INTENSITY low/high by pressing the button on the right or left side.
5.5. Start MODE LIFTING
   - Turn the skinflower device so that the buttons are facing down. Touch the metal plates on the side of the device.
   - Move the skinflower spatula slowly with light pressure in straight lines, beginning from the forehead down to the cheeks. Then move to the chin and finish with the nose. Make several passes on each area until the serum/cream is absorbed by the skin.

NOTE:
The not working hand should touch the customer, than the iontophoresis works proper.

IMPORTANT: There should be sufficient product applied to the skin. Maybe the serum must be applied several times.
MODE APPLICATION STEPS

6. MODE -ION+ - NOURISHING / MASSAGE (or step 5)
6.1. Apply appropriate serum or cream on the skin.
6.2. Press ON/OFF Button for 2 sec to switch on the skinflower device.
6.3. Select MODE -ION+ by pressing the –ino+ button for 2 sec.
6.4. Choose the INTENSITY low/high by pressing the button on the right or left side.
6.5. Start MODE –ION+
   - Turn the skinflower device so that the buttons are facing down. Touch the metal plates on the side of the device.
   - Move the skinflower spatula slowly with light pressure in straight lines, beginning from the forehead down to the cheeks. Then move to the chin and finish with the nose. Make several passes on each area until the serum/cream is absorbed by the skin.

NOTE:
The not working hand should touch the customer, than the iontophoresis works proper.

IMPORTANT: There should be sufficient product applied to the skin. Maybe the serum/cream must be applied several times.
PRODUCTS

The following products can be used for the ultrasonic device.

**MODE SONIC**
- clarifying lotion
- purifying lotion
- ultra gentle lotion
- aqua pure lotion

**MODE -ION+**
- advanced hydro lift cream

**MODE LIFTING**
- drainactive eye fluid
- sicaire concentrate
- aquasome skin repair
- konnyaku concentrate
- oligo element vitalizing
- oligo element soothing
- oligo element balancing
- oligo element activating
- ap phyto concentrate
- skin splash lotion
- skinflower concentrate anti aging
- hydractive concentrate
- skin recharge concentrate

Technical Data:
- Voltage: 100 – 240V
- Frequenzy: 50 Hz
- Frequenzy ultrasound: 25 Khz
- Battery: 3,7V /850 mAh
- Max. Power: 1,2 W +/-10%
- Weight 163 g
- CE SY088